Today is
This week we will be focusing on the book

‘Anna Hibiscus Song’
by Etinuke

Today our focus is describing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voG_O2uRaaM

Click on the link above and watch the first 13 minutes
of the video. Then discuss your thoughts and ideas
with your adult before answering the questions
below.
1.

How did they prepare the yam?

(what was the first thing they did to the yam?)

2. What

yams?

was the second thing they did to the

3.What was the mortar used
for?
4.How long did the process
take?

Abuja Yam

look carefully at this picture and describe what
you can see.
What do you think it feels like?
What do you think it tastes like?
Do you think it’s heavy or light?
What patterns can you see?

EXTRAS:
If you visit the market over the weekend can
you identify a piece of yam and take a picture
or produce a drawing and share it on padlet.
Don’t forget to describe the yam you have seen.
Recipe for pounded yam:
Making West African Pounded Yams:
1. Slice the top and bottom from the yam; the
middle part of the yam is the best to use as
the tail contains no starch, and the head is
too fibrous to use.
2.Slice the middle part of the yam, peel the .
skin and chop into small pieces.
3.Wash the pieces well, put into a cooking pot
and pour over enough water to cover the
yam pieces.
4.Cook for 30 minutes or until you can easily
drive a knife through the pieces.
5.Drain, reserving some of the cooking water.
6.Traditionally, the yam is pounded with a
large pestle and mortar but you can also use
a potato masher.
7.Pound thoroughly until there are absolutely
no lumps. (This is made easier by crushing the larger lumps
first then focussing on finding smaller lumps by moving the
mixture around the pan.)

8.This whole process will take a while and is
quite hard work.

● let your child have a go until all the lumps are gone.
● This can be related to how hard this is for Anna and the
Aunties in the book.

9.Keep checking for lumps as the process
progresses.
10. Add small amounts of the cooking water
(you could also use butter for a richer
taste) and beat in with a wooden spoon, until
the yam is smooth and stretchy.
11. Knead the yam on a plate with moist
fingers.
12. Tear pieces off and eat alone or dipped
into traditional soup or stew.

Have a fantastic weekend! ☺

